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Trevor Boundy <trevor@boundy39.com>

FW: 96 Waco SRE - Horizontal Tail Polyspan Lite Covering
1 message
Tandy Walker <rdb435021@icloud.com>
Tue, Aug 11, 2020 at 7:49 AM
To: "Robert J. Galler" <meccanom@msn.com>, Trevor Boundy <jtboundy@dcsi.net.au>

From: Tandy Walker [mailto:aerotan1503@outlook.com]
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 3:53 PM
To: aerotan1503@outlook.com
Subject: 96 Waco SRE - Horizontal Tail Polyspan Lite Covering

Web Site: Tandy’s Model Aircraft

Waco SRE
August 4 2014
Late yesterday evening the stab and elevator framework of the horizontal tail
shown below was given the first coat of clear dope. These were sanded down
and two more coats of clear dope were applied this morning.
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After lunch, I covered the one side of the elevator with Polyspan Lite as shown
below. It was then I remembered that on a previous model, the elevator
covering wrinkled when the two members forming the cutout in the center of
the elevator warped. This can happen especially with double covering of silk
over Polyspan Lite. So I stopped covering and carefully glued in the two 1/16”
square diagonals shown below to prevent this from occurring on the Waco’s
elevator.

This afternoon I finished covering the two surfaces of the horizontal tail with
Polyspan Lite and applying the first coat of 60/40 clear dope as shown below.

Yesterday I got a question in the e-mail from a fellow modeler asking whether
to put on Polyspan Lite wet or dry. I forgot to mention in the previous report
that Polyspan Lite is a polyester synthetic type material. Water does not
affect this material so it is doped down dry on the structure and then a
heating iron is used to shrink it tight. I want to mention that I use the heating
iron to shrink and form the material when I am pulling and overlapping it around
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the curved ends as I am doping the edges down. Polyspan Lite does take dope
nicely, which shrinks it even tighter when it dries.

Always remember however to make sure the shiny side is up. With the dull side
up, it will always “fuzz” when you dope it and there is nothing you can do but
remove it and start over…………………..Tandy
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